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Treat Carpets for Mold
How-To Remove Contaminated Carpet Safely
When carpet is contaminated, it must be “surgically” removed to avoid contaminating the rest of the
commercial or residential space with mold, yeast, and bacteria and increasing the risk of suffering negative
health effects.

Spray Carpet With Remedy
Spray the carpet with
Remedy Multi-Purpose
Mold Treatment Spray
or diluted Remedy Mold
Treatment Concentrate, to
minimize dust.

Repeat Steps 1-4 as Needed
Move to the next carpet
piece and repeat the
process with all remaining
contaminated carpet.
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Cut a 1-3 Sq Ft Section
Cut a 1 to 3 square foot
section from the carpet
and carpet padding.

Dispose Section Safely
Remove the piece and
place in a plastic trash
bag. Do NOT drag carpet
pieces through your space.

Vacuum Floor After
Removal
After all the carpet is
removed, vacuum the area
with a HEPA vacuum.

Spray or Mop With Remedy
Spray the floor again
or mop with diluted
Remedy Mold Treatment
Concentrate.
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Spray Again With Remedy
Spray the floor that is
underneath the removed
carpet piece.
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Treat Carpets for Mold
How-To Maintain Carpets & Rugs
For optimal air quality for mold sensitive individuals, we recommend replacing carpet with hard floors in a
residential or commercial space. However, if that is not an option, carpet should be treated every 6 months
with periodic maintenance to keep mold, yeast, and bacteria levels from becoming harmful.

Dilute Remedy With Water
Mix 3 ounces of Remedy
Mold Treatment
Concentrate with 1 gallon
of warm water. One bottle
can be used to make up
to 5 gallons of solution.
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Add Solution To Cleaner
We recommend you use a
carpet cleaning machine.
Fill the carpet cleaner as
instructed by owner’s
manual with the diluted
solution.
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Clean Carpets
Clean carpets as directed
by the carpet cleaner’s
owner’s manual. Allow
your carpet and fabric
to dry sufficiently before
resuming normal use.

Periodically Spray Carpets
Spray the carpet with
Remedy Multi-Purpose
Mold Treatment Spray or
diluted Remedy Mold
Treatment Concentrate, to
maintain carpets.

